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Late . . .
After many.delays JOURNAL NO. 2
has at last come off the' press.
The power cut with its subsequent
hold up of printing and block making, unfortunately stopped publication at the last moment, which of
course, necessitated much re-writing
of material. We apologise for this
inability to keep to our pre-arranged
programme and hope that in the
future we shall be more fortunate—
we do not wish to resort to the
obvious alternative of writing two
or three numbers up in advance for
by so doing we should naturally
lose all " topicalness," and while
Christmas and Easter are by no
means inappropriate
times for
publication, we feel the interval, is
too great and we certainly hope to
produce No. 3 before August Bank
holiday!
Although we received quite a number of comments from Blackfriars

people concerning No. 1, you branch
folk were rather more reticent
which causes us to wonder if we are
catering sufficiently for your tastes.
We would like to impress upon you
that it is our desire to provide for
all interests, and comments and
criticisms from your end of the
business will be of immense help to
us.
Finally, may we thank those of
you who have sent in articles and
suggestions and at the same time
apologise to those whose efforts
have not been included. We do ask
you to be neither discouraged nor
offended—as previously mentioned,
it is our desire to keep the appeal of
this magazine as wide as possible
and as space is limited we are
regretfully unable to include everything we have received.
We look forward to your comments on No. 2.
1

THE

STAFF
SSOCIATION
Another

Growl!

the Griffin Athletic Club
re-opened in June last, sufficient
progress has been made to encourage
us to look forward in 1947 to seeing
the build-up of the Club to the
pre-war standard.
The Depot sections, being the
easiest to organise, have taken full
advantage of the re-opening, but in
the case of the Branch Sections the
progress has been much slower. The
outlook, however, is encouraging in
view of the number of sections that
have already been organised. We
are grateful to those Superintendents
and District Supervisors who have
taken the lead in their Sections.
Surbiton lead the way, followed
by Sutton, Wembley and Finchley
Sections. Social events have been
organised as a means of getting the
Sections together, and the Club is
indebted to Messrs. Shipsides, Snow,
Hoare, Goss and Symons for their
gifts of trophies.
As an Athletic Club, we want
particularly to see the Sections taking
their part once more in Cricket,
Football, Tennis, Bowls, Swimming
and Athletics.
* Social events in the Sections can
help to bring the Staff together,
whilst Darts Competitions help to
foster a healthy rivalry between
SINCE
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branches and sections, which we
trust will be carried to the field of
Sport.
Dulwich is rapidly getting back
to pre-war standards. We had a
successful Cricket Season, and Football is in full swing. With the
opening of the Cricket Season we
shall be able to provide facilities for
two cricket matches on Wednesdays,
Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays.
The Bowling Green will be in
first-class condition, whilst six grass
courts and two asphalt courts will
be available.
New surrounds have been erected
for all tennis courts and the bowling
green. The enlargement of the
ground is proceeding slowly, owing
to the weather and lack of labour,
but progress is being made.
The catering side has been doing
excellent work throughout the winter
in helping to keep the Catering
Licence alive for the summer trade.
Several successful whist drives have
been held, and the section darts competition and the Depot darts shield
competition provided two memorable evenings in the Pavilion.
Tennis at Dulwich last season
was not well patronised, but with
eight courts available we look forward to a good season. We are

endeavouring to replace the two
red courts, which were damaged
during the "blitz," and also to
replace the two asphalt courts with
a loose surface. Pressure of work
may prevent the En-Tout-Cas Company doing this work before the end
of the season, but we are on the
waiting list.
Mr. Baitup, the bowls secretary,
is confident that the green will be
well used this season.
A full list of cricket fixtures has
been arranged for Saturdays and
Sundays throughout the season, and
if sufficient support is forthcoming
an additional pitch will be used.
If it will help those sections who
are re-organising, we shall be pleased
to welcome parties at Dulwich on
early-closing days to view the
ground, and we can arrange for a
meal followed by a whist drive or
small dance. Parties of eighty can
be accommodated, but we require
fairly long notice. Applications
should be made to the Secretary,
Griffin Athletic Club at Dulwich.
May we appeal to all Sections who
have not yet organised to do so
without delay. If cricket and tennis
away from Dulwich are required,
Sections must secure courts and
pitches immediately for the coming
season.
IS YOUR SECTION
ISING ?

ORGAN-

IF NOT, W H A T CAN YOU DO
T O ASSIST ?
W . C. G.

Readers will be pleased to know
of the return from the Far East of
Stanley Taylor, who has again taken
up the Griffin secretaryship.

ARE you scared of guns ? There
is really no need to be you know.
. . . They are all under perfect
control on the "Secoy" range, and
it's not so difficult to hit the target
as you may think. There is no
American gangster or Wild West
trick shooting but a lot of good
clean sport and excitement.
Why not come along and see for
yourself how enjoyable Tuesday and
Thursday nights can be ?
How about a Challenge from half
a dozen of our " Ex Forces " Colleagues. We shall be delighted to
pick up the glove. Any targets,
any guns, any place, or any time.
We were very pleased to welcome
the first visitors from " D " Section
at Blackfriars some time ago. They
have now got going on a range of
their own and we look forward to
meeting these dozen keen fellows in a
shoulder to shoulder match in the
very near future. Congratulations
and good luck to " D " Section.
Now then, what about some of you
other sections ? A postcard to me
at H.O. and I'll be along in a flash
to discuss details.
As we are nearing the completion
of the 1946/7 programme of competitions we would like it to be
known that for our Club Championship Mr. Gurr some months ago
Please turn to page 11.
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Discussion
Group

Group
SINCE the last issue
JOURNAL our plans have

of the J. S.
been changed
considerably, mainly owing to the
lack of male members. The one-act
plays which were being rehearsed
have been abandoned for the time
being and we have decided to concentrate our efforts on a three-act
play, " Nine Till Six," which has
an all-woman cast. This play was
presented at the Arts Theatre,
London, several years ago with Kay
Hammond in one of the leading
roles and those of you who may have
seen it will realise that we have
undertaken no mean task, and only
by getting thoroughly down to the
job can we have any hope of success.
It may be that we are trying to bite
off more than we can chew but—
time will tell.
A further set-back in the shape of
the resignation of Miss Nichol, our
producer, has further hindered our
progress—we should be grateful for
assistance from anybody who has
had experience in producing. Wouldbe producers please get in touch
with the Secretary, Miss B. Johnson.
B.J.
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The Head Office Group held a
meeting on February 12th but,
unfortunately, the attendance was
poor due to the difficulties everyone
was experiencing through the fuel
crisis. A group was formed, however,
to discuss topics of general interest.
There are numerous subjects
which are controversial and on
which we hold certain opinions. It
is very good for us to express those
opinions as it crystallizes them in
our own mind, and for us to hear
the views of others as they may look
at a problem from a rather different
angle from our own. The best way
to do this is in a small group of
people known to each other and
without anybody who is an authority
on the subject under discussion.
The atmosphere is then free and the
members of the group can express
themselves under the leader's guidance. It is quite possible that at a
stage in the discussion it will be
necessary to refer to an authority
for definite facts.
Such groups as described above
can be very friendly as well as informative and do not require a
great deal of organisation. They can
be held in quite a small room or at
home.
This is just the sort of activity
which any of the sections of the
Staff Association could start on their
own. If there are a few people in
your section interested in discussion,
start meeting now and others will
join you, as you become more widely
known in the section.
If you wish for any assistance on
subjects for discussion or require
help in any other way please get in
touch with the Secretary, Mr. G. W.
Smith.
G. w. s.

TRAVEL
1MOMJP
who attended the two film
shows held recently at Stamford
House showed considerable interest
in the tours arranged by the Polytechnic
Touring
Association.
Typical examples are given below
of these tours.
A 10 days (7 nights) holiday at
Lake Lucerne costs £22 9s. od. or
for 17 days (14 nights) £29 os. 6d.,
inclusive of 2nd class travel fares.
A wide variety of other holiday
centres in Switzerland, France, Belgium, Italy and Scandinavia are
covered. In Great Britain holidays
of 7 nights' duration, excluding
fares, cost from £4 12s. od. to
£8 12s. 6d. and cover many coastal
resorts and inland centres, such as
the Lake District and the Highlands,
THOSE

Harlech Castle Merionethshire—The present
building dates from 1285 and is a good example of
the Edwardian concentre castle. There was an
earlier building o n ^ h e same site and there are
evidences^Roman occupation.

as well as Northern and Southern
Ireland.
The
Ramblers'
Association,
through Ramblers' Association Services, Ltd., has arranged ski-ing
holidays at Easter in the French
Alps. Accommodation is at Youth
Hostels and the cost of a 14-day
holiday works out at around £20
inclusive of fares. Further holidays
are being arranged throughout the
year.
The People's Holiday Association, Ltd., undertake to book and
arrange a wide variety of holidays
from holiday camps to continental
tours.
The En Famille Agency arrange
reciprocal exchanges between individuals and families in this country
and abroad.
Please turn to page 11.
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the opening remarks of my contribution to the
first issue of this Journal it looks as
if that cheery soul we all know as
the Editor has enlisted me on his
permanent staff of pen drivers. As
refusal would bring about the direst
of threatened consequences, I decided, on third thoughts, that life
is sweet—even in Blackfriars—so I
will do my best wi^l a resume of
musical activities to date.
In the main the progress of the
Musical Society is satisfactory, for
since the last notes appeared in this
section of the JOURNAL, we have
enjoyed our first. Choral Concert,
two recitals of gramophone records,
and have witnessed the formation
of an orchestral string ensemble.
Here are brief reports on the
various activities :
NOTWITHSTANDING

C h o r a l . For various reasons the
Carol Concert, planned for Christmas, was not given. About fifteen
members and others, armed with
lanterns in traditional style, sang
carols in the Chapel adjoining
Christ Church, Blackfriars Road,
and to very appreciative audiences
in neighbouring almshouses. The
Choir then settled down to real
hard (but none the less enjoyable)
work in rehearsing Maunder's 'Olivet to Calvary ' for the performance
6

given in Stamford House under the
conductorship of Mr. F. A. Maynard, A.Mus.T.C.L., A.V.C.M., on
March 21st. The performance put
up by the Choir accompanied by
piano and string ensemble Jed by
Mr. T. H. Clarke, was successful
and very much enjoyed by an
appreciative audience.
Everyone in Room 60, performer
and listener alike, must have been
conscious of the historic nature of
the event and the inevitability of its
occurrence in that very room. With
the exception of minor faults usually
associated with the early stages of
choral experience the concert was
indeed a fine effort and a fit reward'
for the hard work put into its preparation. The warm applause which
followed Mr. Salisbury's remarks
at the conclusion was indeed gratifying and most encouraging to all
who took part and it is hoped that
many more voices and instrumentalists will now enrol for another
concert of secular music to be given
before the end of the season.
The Society gratefully acknowleges the help afforded us' by Mr.
Walter Baker, tenor solos and recitatives, and Mr. W. Simpson, tenor
section, both of whom are not on

J.S. staff.
O r c h e s t r a l . A first meeting was
held on January 31st and whilst
the election of a committee was
deferred to a later meeting, it was
decided to join forces immediately
with the Choir in the preparation
of ' Olivet' ; joint rehearsals started
on February 3rd, the ensemble
consisting of four violins, violoncello, double-bass and piano. In
addition to these we have an oboe
and two tenor trombones ready to
come along as soon as others of
their respective sections and many
more strings, of course, become
available. Two instrumentalists from
branches have come forward—a
young violinist from Apex Corner

and a tenor trombone player from
67 Sutton—surely there must be
many more instrumentalists within
reach of Blackfriars ? Come along,
now, swell the ranks and help us
bring a J.S. Orchestra into being !
G r a m - r e c o r d s . A most interesting programme was enjoyed by over
thirty devotees of the gramophone
on January 22nd when Mr. D.
Thomson, of the Decca Record Co.
Ltd., gave a short talk on ffrr
(full frequency range recording) and
amplifying equipment and followed
up with popular orchestral items and
soloists on records. The reproduction, except where marred by unavoidable needle scratch, must have
been wholly satisfying to all but
those gifted with an audibility extending beyong the upper recording
limit of 14,000 cycles per second.
To the minority so gifted the
triangle and cymbals lacked the
superlative brilliance and ' live'
quality of the rest of the orchestral
instruments solo or in combination.
Question time was followed by
an expression of appreciation and
thanks by Mr. Salisbury, after which
the equipment was inspected by
keenly interested members. Thus
ended the first' get-together' of this
section. Mr: Thomson paid us a
second visit on March 12th; again
we were treated to a programme of
orchestral and vocal items on ffrr
but this time on a lighter type of
equipment designed for use on
A.C. or D.C. The performance of
this equipment, although extremely
good on some recordings, did not
quite reach the standard of that used
for our first recital. Needle scratch
seemed more obtrusive especially
when accompanied by an appreciable
mains hum, due, it was explained, to
the universal type of motor used for
driving the turntable. The quality
seemed to improve as the programme
progressed towards the end and the
final records of excerpts from

Stravinsky's "Fire Bird" were truly
startling in their brilliance.
It has been suggested that a
symphony concert on records could
well form the subject of our next
recital in the series we hope to
put on.
Suggestions of this kind are
welcome for it is time we should
organise something on our own.
Further details will be made known
later.
N.D.

It has been suggested that we
form a CHESS GROUP to enable the
interchange of play between members of the branches and Head
Depot.
Advanced players will be required
to compete with other clubs.
Competitions and tournaments
can be arranged with handicaps for
the encouragement of those whose
play needs improving.
Beginners, especially, will be welcomed—it is hoped that expert
tuition will be available.
Will all those interested please
communicate with :—
H.

TALLEMACH,

Room 61—Ext. 877
STAMFORD HOUSE.
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Reproduced by kind permission of the proprietors of " P U N C H '

FOOD
as

Fuel

by Dr. «l. PACE, B . S c , Ph.D
I AM often asked questions which
are concerned with some aspect of
the relationship between food and
health. For instance, whether one
type of foodstuff is better for you
than another: whether, if a certain
food is scarce, another is just as
good : whether it is true that the
level of feeding may influence the
output of a miner or steelworker.
Food questions of this kind have
both a fundamental interest, since
they are concerned with human
development, and a practical significance in everyday affairs. I
propose to write about some of them
in the next few articles, but to do
this we must first know something
about the qualities and characteristics of different foods, and the
amount and kind of food the human
body requires to be kept alive and
well.
While we now have a good deal
of reliable information on these
things, it is important to realise
that our knowledge is far from complete. The ways in which the body
transforms food to meet its various
needs are very complex, and there
is remarkable flexibility in the way it
can respond to foods of different
kinds and to different levels of
feeding. It is also necessary to bear
in mind that individuals differ in
their requirements of certain kinds
of food, and in the degree of their
response to changes, and that local,

national and personal preferences
and dislikes should be respected.
Thus meals purposely designed to
be highly nutritious are a failure if
no one wants to eat them. It is
important to make these points at
the outset, as there is frequently a
tendency to apply our knowledge of
food requirements rather mechanically. While, as we shall see, the
human body functions in some
respects like a machine, we must not
forget that " a man's a man for a'
that."
Two signs of life in a human body
are movement and warmth. A baby
cries and moves its limbs ; we walk
about, do our job, play games. All
the time, our heart beats and we
breathe. In normal circumstances,
and if we are well, our temperature
keeps constant. Now for all this
movement and activity, and to keep
warm, by making up for the heat we
are constantly losing from our bodies
to our surroundings, we need a
supply of energy. We obtain this
from the food we eat by using a
large part of it as a fuel supply.

Dr. Pace is Scientific Adviser to
J.S. lie has done research work in
the U.S.A. and at Cambridge. During
the war he worked with Sir Jack
Drummond in the Scientific Advisers
Division of the Ministry of Food.
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Our food, and substances derived
from it, and oxygen, from the air we
breathe, take part in a complex
cycle of chemical reactions. By
these processes energy stored in the
food is made available for bodily
movement and warmth. A helpful
analogy, in thinking about food as
fuel for the body, is that of petrol
vapour in a motor car engine. This
fuel interacts with oxygen from the
air, is consumed, and energy is
released. Some of this is available
for moving the car and some appears
as heat.
We express our energy requirements and the fuel value of foodstuffs in terms of a heat unit, the
calorie. Our expenditure of energy,
and hence the quantity of food-fuel
we require, varies with our physical
exertion. Experiments have shown
that a man of average weight, when
sleeping, uses food-fuel at the rate
of about 65 calories an hour. When
awake but lying down, the figure
rises to about 75 calories an hour. If
he sits up but keeps still, it becomes
about 100 calories an hour. His
energy requirement when at work
will depend on the kind of job he
has. If his work is moderately
heavy, say carpentry, he will require
from 190-230 calories an hour while
at work. If he is doing heavy work
such as coal-mining, his requirement
will be about 390-450 calories an
hour while on the job. From figures
like these we can work out the
average number of calories needed
in 24 hours by men in different
occupations. Thus if our carpenter
works an eight-hour day he will
need 8X210 = 1,680 calories while
at work ; sleeping for eight hours
8 x 6 5 = 5 2 0 ; eight hours ordinary
activity, going to work, etc., 8 X 125
==1,000 ; and the total for the day
will be about 3,200 calories. This
kind of computation is taken into
account in fixing ration levels for
men in the armed forces.
10

Two men of the same weight,
lying down resting, will vary a little
in their energy output if they are
very different in size and shape. This
is because heat lost from the body
depends .to some extent on its
surface area. Because their surface
area is larger, tall, thin, angular
people lose more heat than those
of equal weight who are short and
plump. But the heat lost per square
inch of surface area is about the
same for all men, whether fat or
thin. For women it is rather less
than for men. Because of this, and
also since, on the average, they are
of lower weight and less muscular,
women need fewer calories than
men.
Since we need food as fuel, one
of the important properties of a
foodstuff is its fuel—or calorievalue. Average values for a number
of foodstuffs are given in the following table.
Calories per oz.
Suet
Butter
Margarine
Cheese . .
Milk
Fried back bacon
Lean of roast topside of beef
Fat
Roast turkey
Roast duck
Lean of boiled ham
Fat
Boiled cabbage . .
,,
peas
,,
potatoes
,,
swedes . .
Eating apples
,,
plums
Oranges
Bread
Oatmeal . .
Sugar
Steamed cod
Tinned salmon
Mild Beer (1 pint—20 ozs.)
Whisky

261
226
226
127
20
169
7i
255
55
62
246
2
15
25

6
15
12
11
76
120
116
23
39
13
80

From these figures it will be
noted that fats and fatty foods have
high calorific values. The fat of
meat has a higher value than the

lean. Water has no fuel-value and
vegetables, which contain a lot of
water and practically no fat, have a
low fuel-value. Cheese has a higher
calorie-value than the milk from
which it is made. This is because
in making cheese we remove a lot
of water from the milk—we run it
off in the whey.
Our food must have a fuel-value
sufficient for our needs, but together with the calories it must
supply us with other essentials, if
we are to keep well. We could
choose a diet from items in the
above table which would be adequate
in calories but which, apart from
probably being rather indigestible,
would fail to provide us with other
necessary requirements.
J- P*
*
*
In the article in our next issue
Dr. Pace will discuss some further
aspects of these other food requirements.

Priority Permit?
A grocer stood at the Pearly
Gates,
His face was worn and old ;
He meekly asked the man of
Fate,
Admission to the fold.
"What have you done?" St.
Peter asked,
"To seek admission here?"
"I ran a grocer's shop on earth
For many and many a year."
The gate swung open sharply
As Peter touched the bell.
"Come in", he said, "and take a
harp,
You've had enough of Hell".

Travel

Grou/> — from page 5.

Detailed information is available ,
from the Secretary,
Mr.
S.
Brightwell, who is also prepared to
collect and distribute information
supplied by the staff of reliable
holiday accommodation and would
welcome brief notices of addresses
found to be satisfactory.
The next meeting of the Travel
Group will be held in Room 60,
Stamford House, at 6 p.m., on
April 16th, when a talk on " The
Isle of Purbeck" will be given.
There will also be a" ramble, starting
from Leatherhead Station (meet at
booking office and bring sandwich
lunch) at 10.30 a.m. on Sunday,
April 20th.
s.
Secoy

—

B.

Contd. from page 3.

presented us with a handsome silver
trophy to be competed for yearly.
We would also like to take this
opportunity of thanking Mr. Goss
for his recent gift of a silver cup
for the Ladies' Championship. The
Rifle Club now has these two
challenge cups for yearly competition.
R. A. G. L.

Some Secoy Enthusiasts

(With acknowledgments to the " Queensland
Shopkeepers' Journal")
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Mr. Alan
IT is a fact, which is often overlooked, that many of the younger
members of the staff have never
known a J.S. branch stocked, as it
was before the war, with the widest
variety of good fare from all over
the world. To those old enough to
remember, the recollection may have
grown dim. Therefore, it may be
of some general interest in a series
of articles to recall the past—to
comment on the changes brought
about by the war and its aftermath
of destruction, and perhaps—if we
are bold enough—to look into the
future and discern its shape. Is,
for example, quick-freezing going to
be as important a development and
as far-reaching in its effects as the
invention of the canning process ?
In 1939 our Price.List was graphically described as " 7 0 years of
good providing" and to read it
Co«**p

iiseusses-

the plentiful past, present
problems a n d future trends

through to-day is a reminder of with the inevitable string) the sirhow great a shortage there has been loin, with its rich and juicy appearduring the last seven years of the ance, shown in the accompanying
more appetising and popular foods. reproduction of a pre-war Meat
The page reproduced opposite shows Price List must cause the greatest
no less than 21 varieties of Cheese,, envy and nostalgia for the past.
of which 13 came from Italy,
York Hams and nearly 20 different
Switzerland, France, Holland or kinds of slicing meats and sausages
Denmark.
give an indication of how shrunk
To the keen housewife some of our present range is compared with
the prices in the pre-war list would what we could offer before the war
in the Cooked Meats Department,
no doubt cause a heartburn.
and as Britain's largest retail distributors of Poultry and Game, how
Can you recall :—
depleted is our list compared with
Lard at 5d.; Eggs at 14 a 1/-; Roquefort
at 2/- ; Gorgonzola at 1/4; Pork Pies what in pre-war days was quite
at 1/- a lb. ; Peaches and Pineapple at commonplace—half a dozen differgd. ; Mandarin Oranges at 4d. ; French ent grades of chicken, and ducks,
Sardines at 5d. ; Red Salmon at iod. ; geese, turkeys, petits poussins, BorSurrey Chickens at 1/6 a lb.; Prime Norfolk
deaux pigeons, guinea fowl, pheasDuckling at 1/- a lb.
ants, partridges, grouse, black game,
To fathers of families wrestling hazel hen, ptarmigan, plover, wild
with the minute Sunday joint (tied duck, widgeon, teal, etc. : what
13

a catalogue of good things and
how cheap compared with what
these birds realise now when
available !
The war and its aftermath have
obviously not only affected the
variety of food in our branches, but
the quantity, and both these factors
have in turn affected the relative
importance of the various departments and the space they occupy.
For example, before the war the
weekly consumption of eggs per
head averaged three, which is the
present weekly entitlement of priority customers only. In 1943/44 our
non-priority customers, instead of
an average of three a week, received
three in every five weeks, and in
1945/46 it was about one a week, so
it is quite obvious that the space
given to the sale of eggs in shell in
our branches to-day is much smaller
than pre-war—but, of course, in
1939 we did not have any packets or
tins of dried egg on the shelves like
we have to-day.
Without going into detailed statistics, in addition to eggs, the

consumption per head of butter,
meat, bacon, poultry and game has
decreased, and its effect on the
dressing of our branches is obvious
from the accompanying photograph
of our Peckham branch at its
opening in November, 1931. In
those days canned goods and jams
occupied much less space on our
shelves than they do now.
There is, however, one department which is outstandingly more
important than it was 10 years ago,
when perhaps it was regarded as the
Cinderella branch of the business—
of course the Grocery department.
It is now on an equal footing with
every other department and will
never revert to its unnatural prewar insignificance. The Grocery
counter with its greatly increased
range of commodities, and the
complications of points and B.U.'s,
needs a knowledge certainly no less
comprehensive than that required
on any other counter, and the road
leading round behind the Grocery
department is certainly no longer a
cul-de-sac.

Personnel
Problems
. .

Your Queries
Answered by

^TRIBUNUS"
Agreement with Trade
Unions — Blackfriars
Stall
O n January 27th, 1947, an Agreement was signed; between the firm
and two T r a d e Unions,
The
Transport and General Workers
Union a n d . the Union of Shop,
Distributive and Allied Workers, in
respect of certain staff at Blackfriars.
T o clear u p doubts as to who and
what are covered I quote from the
Preamble and Clause 1 in the
printed A g r e e m e n t : —
PREAMBLE
" In conformity with the existing good relations between the
Company and the two T r a d e
Unions, it has been decided to
embody the Company'swage scales
and certain other conditions of
employment (in respect of staff
employed at the Company's central depots and factory) in this
formal Agreement, which also
establishes machinery for avoiding
labour disputes.

T h e Company declares to its
present staff that none shall be
prejudiced t h r o u g h joining or
failing to join one of the two T r a d e
Unions."
C L A U S E 1.
" STAFF COVERED BY THE A G R E E MENT.

T h i s Agreement shall cover all
staff employed at the Company's
central depots and factory, with
the exception of the following :—
(a) Craftsmen who are eligible to
join Craft Unions.
(b) Officials of the Company.
(c) Staff employed in the General
Office, including those employed in the offices of the
Factory, U n i o n Street depot
and Warehouse.
(d) Cleaners, Cloakroom A t t e n d ants, D o o r m e n and Passenger
Lift Attendants.
(e) Canteen Staff.".
A s will be gathered, the Agreement
includes nothing new on wage
scales, hours or other conditions of
employment (except the Holiday
Scheme—see page 16). Individual
employees will also continue to deal
direct with the F i r m regarding
personal queries. T h e Agreement
does, however, outline the procedure
in the event of an employee remaining dissatisfied and also sets u p
valuable machinery t h r o u g h which
the F i r m and the Unions can deal
with the matters covered in the
Agreement.
Branch staff are not, of course, in
any way covered by this present
Agreement.

Address your personnel prol
Tubulins," c 0 J. S. Journal. Stamford
House, Blackjriars,
S.E-i.
Ttiose matters which are of general interest will be answered in these
columns. Any queries justifying special attention will be passed to the Personnel
Manager for an ofjicial answer.
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Holiday Scheme

B r a n c h Trainees

All staff will have seen the
In my notes in the last issue I
special notice recently posted in mentioned "the new group of branch
the depot and at all branches trainees" and have received a numon changes in the holiday scheme. ber of enquiries about them. Branch
Over the past few years Wages staff who have not met any of these
Councils and Joint
Industrial young men will be pleased to hear
Councils have been set up to give that the firm has resumed its preproper conditions of work, such as war policy of recruiting boys leaving
holidays with pay, for workers who school aged about 16 as residential
were formerly not protected. These trainees. Three small groups have
Councils have, incidentally, covered already been taken on and are
considerable groups of J.S. staff who, living together in various hostels,
of course, have long had the privilege including Sutherland Avenue, Peckof holidays with pay. The firm has ham and West Wickham.
been obliged, therefore, to alter its
A number of girl trainees have
scheme to conform with the realso
passed through the " Induction
quirements of the various Wages
Course," but in their case the policy
and Industrial Councils.
is to engage those living near their
Staff who joined the firm before place of work.
January ist, 1947, are assured that
Experience and training over the
their holidays will be in no way
adversely affected by the new con- two-year " Trainee" period has
ditions. Staff joining on and after been carefully planned and includes
January ist, 1947, have been engaged periodic visits to Blackfriars and
with the new Holiday Scheme as a also weekly attendance at a technical
school. Schools and Juvenile Emcondition of employment.
ployment authorities have already
shown great interest in the new J.S.
Change of A d d r e s s
scheme.
Delays and difficulties are often
I would remind the many J.S.
caused by wrong addresses. In their
own interest all employees are ad- men who joined the firm "from the
vised to notify their Manager or country" and who may have young
Personnel Officer promptly of any brothers, friends or nephews that
recommendations are welcomed by
change of private address.
the Staff Department and that the
"recommendation fee" of £1 is still
S.W.S. (Pension**)
payable, provided the applicant is
Scheme
approved and stays with us for a
Members of the Scheme were sent a reasonable period.
notice on January ist outlining some
proposed changes. The principal Mass R a d i o g r a p h y
change is a reduction in contributions
to offset partly increases in National
Unfortunately the fuel crisis preInsurance contributions for the in- vented the visit to Blackfriars of the
creased National pension. It will be L.C.C. "X-Ray" Unit arranged for
understood, of course, that the whole the week beginning February 17th,
of the increase in the National 1947. Volunteers represented a very
Insurance contribution cannot be high percentage of the Blackfriars
offset, since the Government's staff and lists of names are being
scheme covers considerable bene- retained pending the agreement of a
fits other than pensions.
new date.
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Retirements
DURING the war years a number of
those due to retire remained at
work. Many of these have now been
able to commence their well-earned
years of retirement, and the following
have been added to the list since our
last issue :—
W . D . ALLAN (1931 to date) Plumber
in the Works Department.
S. ANDREWS (1912 to date) Salesman at
158 Catford.
W . G . BROWN (1903-7 and 1909 to date)
Employed at branches prior to 1914/18 war
and since then at Blackfriars as Warehouse
Despatch Clerk and Transport Clerk. Joint
Manager at Saffron Walden Emergency
Depot for a period during the war.
COPPING
(1909. to date)
G. W .
Appointed Branch Manager in 1927 at
Walthamstow. Transferred to Blackfriars
in 1934.
H . A . CRISPIN (1907 to date) Appointed
Branch Manager in 1915 and at Woking
since 1924.

staff, Mr. Hoare became Manager of
Wood Green branch in March, 1907,
subsequently managing Paddington, Oxford
(both of which branches he opened) and
9/11 Croydon. He was appointed District
Supervisor in 1919 and became one of the
Branch Superintendents following Mr.
S. E. Smith's retirement.
Mr. Hoare's retirement under the S.W.S.
was due to commence in 1944 but has been
postponed so that senior Managers who
have been away on National Service could
be considered with others in connection
with the resulting promotions.
L . R . MlLLER (1908 to date) Appointed
Branch Manager in 1914. At Bournemouth
for a number of years, and at 357 Harrow
since 1936.
W.
E. N O R T O N — R e t i r e d
on
February 28th after 54 years' service with
the Firm. After some years as a member
of the branch staff he managed 357 Harrow
for ten years from 1907, and since that
time has been employed in the Training
School at Blackfriars and in sampling
work at branches.
Mr. Norton was
due to retire under the S.W.S. in 1942
but has postponed his retirement until now
in order to help out during the difficult
war years.
S. PEARCE (1907 to date) Roundsman at
High Barnet. Originally at N . Finchley for
many years as a horse roundsman.

A . FlNCHAM (1927 to date) Roundsman
at Beckenham and West Wickham. ,

R . RoSBY
6 Norwich.

(1913 to date) Salesman at

W . L . GODDARD (1904-10. 1910-25,
1927 to date) Butcher's Cutter atN. Finchley
until 1940, and since then at Ballards Lane.

P . SHREEVES (1911 to date) Appointed
Branch Manager in 1921 and at 68 Croydon
since 1938.

S. T . GoLDUP—who is well known to a
large number of the staff—retired on
December 31st last after 34 years' service
with the Firm.
For many years as head of the Branch
Management Department—later known as
the Shops Service* Department—Mr.
Goldup assisted Mr. John in the supervision of the branches. Much of his time
has been spent actually visiting branches.

B . F . THOMSON (1908 to date) Branch
Manager since 1922 at 59 Hove, and at
14 Hove in 1941.
H . W E N T (1906-9 and
Salesman at Crouch End.

1910 to date)

G . W . WlLLARD ( I 9 o 9 to date) For
many years at Union Street as a Foreman
on the Meat Bank.

H . G R E E N (1908 to date) Branch Manager
since 1920 firstly at Hampstead and then
High Barnet until 1930, and since then
at Bexhill.

Obituary

G . HoARE—Entered
upon his welldeserved retirement on February 28th, after
more than 43 years' service with the
Firm. After a few years on the branch

Readers will regret to hear that
Mr. A. W. Smith, for so many
years manager of Porchester Road
branch, died on 5th January, 1947.
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Easter

*

Oaten

Rolls

INGREDIENTS
H b . S.R. flour
1 oz. fine or medium oatmeal
1 level teaspoonful salt
1 dessertspoonful castor sugar
1 oz. butter or margarine
A little more than J-pint milk
METHOD
Mix the flour, oatmeal, salt and sugar.
Rub in the fat, add the milk and mix to a pliable
dough.
Divide into small pieces, roll and twist each and
place on a baking tray.
Bake for 15 to 18 minutes according to size with the
regulo at mark 8,
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Rusks
INGREDDXNTS
1 cup of plain flour
J cup of butter
1 teaspoonful baking powder
i teaspoontul salt
4 tablespoonsful milk
METHOD
Mix and sift dry ingredients, and work in butter,
using the tips of the fingers. Add milk to make a
stiff dough, toss on a floured board and pat and roll
to i-in. thickness. Shape with a round cutter (one
and three-quarter inches in diameter) first dipped in
flour, arrange on greased baking sheet, and bake in
a hot oven ten minutes. Split, while hot, return to
oven, and bake until a golden brown. These crackers
will keep for weeks without crumbling.

Housekeeping

IHaru

With Easter upon us, away with austerity
and
give the family
a big surprise with a very
special breakfast
on blaster Sunday
morning.

Eggs can be coloured and decorated by boiling them in water to which
culinary colouring has been added. Coffee colour can be obtained by
pouring water on to used coffee grounds, bring to the boil, then strain and
boil the eggs in the liquid. To add amusement for the children eggs can
be dressed in coloured paper and decorated with a pen and ink as shown
in the illustration.
Ordinary cereal will look quite festive if mixed with some bottled fruit
or fresh orange and capped with some of the mock cream, a recipe for which
was given in the last issue of the J.S. JOURNAL. Then to add a finishing
touch for breakfast serve oaten rolls.
For tea we give you a new version of simnel cake, and some rusks and
Belgian buns, for which you will find the recipe on the next page.
The rabbits seen in the picture can be fashioned from marshmallows.
The ears should be made from blanched almonds but if these are not
available the bunnies should have paper ears.

Small

Sininel

Cukes

Belgian

INGREDIENTS
4 ozs. butter or margarine
4 ozs. castor sugar
2 eggs or 2 reconstituted eggs
4 ozs. flour
Pinch of bicarbonate of soda
Salt
f-lb. mixed fruit
i teaspoonful spice
Grated rind of half lemon
Almond essence

Buns
INGREDIENTS

i-lb. flour
\ teaspoonful salt
3 ozs. lard
£-oz. yeast
2 ozs. sugar
1 egg reconstituted
j gill milk
2 ozs. sultanas

4 ozs. almond paste (as
directed in last issue
of J. S. JOURNAL)

For Glaze
1 oz. sugar
1 tablespoonful milk

METHOD
METHOD
Beat the fat and sugar to a cream.
Add the eggs gradually and beat until the mixture
is stiff and uniform.
Stir in the flour, soda and salt sifted together.
Add the fruit, spice, grated lemon rind and a few
drops of almond essence.
Mix well, then place the mixture in the greased tins
or paper cases.
Place these on a baking tray and cook in the oven
for 35 minutes with the regulo mark at 4.

To Decorate
the Simnel
Cakes
Make £-lb. mock almond icing.
Halve the icing and with one half make coloured
eggs.
The remainder can be made into a twist and put in
a circle on the top of the cakes.
Finish the cakes with the coloured eggs and decorate
with Easter chickens. It may be possible to buy
these at the shop, otherwise they can be made from
cotton wool.

Reopening
of
Branches
We are pleased to announce that
our Branch at 103a, High Street,
Hythe, reopened for business on
March 3rd—the Manager is Mr.
J. H. Munro.
You will also be interested to
hear 27, Robertson Street, Hastings
branch, closed by enemy action
during the war, is also to reopen
shortly.
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Pass the flour and salt through a sieve, rub in the fat.
Cream the yeast with 1 teaspoonful of the sugar and
add the remainder of the sugar to the flour.
Make a well in the centre of the flour. Pour into
it the yeast, beaten egg and wanned milk.
Mix to a dough and knead well.
Set to rise in a warm place for one hour.
Re-knead the dough lightly.
Roll out the dough to measure 12 by 9 inches.
Brush over with the remaining 1 oz. of lard melted.
Spread on the almond mixture and sprinkle with
sultanas.
Roll up and cut into 12 slices.
Place the slices side by side on a greased and floured
baking tray with deep sides.
I^eave in a warm place for 15 minutes to rise..
Brush over with sugar and milk heated together.
Bake for 20 minutes, regulo at mark 6.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY COURTESY OF
RADIATION L T D .

JVews

Flash!

At the time of going to Press,
Mr. J. Gregory, our chief buyer in
the Fresh Meat Department, is
busy making preparations for a visit
to the Argentine ; no doubt some
extracts from his diary after his
return will provide an interesting
contribution to a later issue of the
JOURNAL.

Equipped with passport, visa and
brand new vaccination marks, he is
due to leave these shores on March
27th and to arrive in Buenos Aires
about the middle of April.

S

4!KSBUR^'S

COCOA

£5 for a
We are looking for a new brand
name for J.S. Cocoa.
We are able to divulge that in
the near future we shall be concentrating on one single blend of Cocoa
instead of running two at different
prices as at present.
Before the war, as you may
remember, customers had no hesitation in asking for " a pound of
Crelos" instead of a pound of
Margarine—such was the fame of
Crelos—similarly, nowadays, as you
know, customers seldom ask for
" Cocoa " but merely for a £-lb. of
so and so by name.
While we realise of course that
this is the desired result of an intensive publicity campaign we must
also remember that we have some
first-class media for advertising—
ourselves, the counter, the window
and personal introduction, and pro-

Name

viding we get the right product, the
right price and the right name we
see no reason why we should not
compete on equal grounds with the
proprietary products. However, to
get back to the point we are offering
a prize of £5 for a suitable name for
our new blend.
Entries must be from members of
the staff and will be judged by a
panel composed of Mr. Alan J.
Sainsbury, Mr. C. E. Friedmann
(Director of Messrs. Mather &
Crowther, our advertising consultants), and Mr. R. S. Harrison (Chief
Grocery Buyer).
Entries should be addressed to
the Editor, J.S. JOURNAL, Stamford
House, and should be received not
later than May 2nd. The Judges
reserve the right to make use of the
selected name for any purpose that
they desire.
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€fui*:#:l*» € o r n o r
. I. A rope (the weight of which may be
neglected) hangs over a smooth pulley ; it
has one end fastened to a weight of 10 stone,
and the other end to a sailor of weight 10
stone, the sailor and the weight hanging in
the air. The sailor begins steadily to climb
up the rope; will the weight move at all;
and, if so, will it rise or fall ?

2- A showman was travelling with a wolf,
a goat, and a basket of cabbages, and for
obvious reasons was unable to leave the
wolf alone with the goat, or the goat alone
with the cabbages. T h e only means of
transporting them across a river was a boat
so small that he could take in it only one
of them at a time. Work out how the
passage could be effected.

•
3. Are you of an observant nature ? You
must have walked, or .ridden along the
Victoria Embankment many times. Can you
remember the names of the three ships that
are seen permanently moored alongside
the Embankment between Waterloo and
Blackfriars bridges ?

on the bottom cards by subtracting 4 from
P, multiplying the result by 13 and then
adding R to the result.

6. Mr. Smith and Mr. Jones were watching
a cat chase a mouse. Mr. Smith said that
since the cat ran faster it must catch the
mouse at some time, however long a start
the mouse had (provided, of course, the
mouse did not escape to its hole). Mr. Jones
said he did not agree, and he illustrated his
argument by the following diagram, where
the letters ' C ' and ' M ' represent the
starting points of the cat and the mouse.
C

M

M.I

_•

•

•

M.2 M.3

•

•

He stated that by the time the cat has
reached the Point ' M ' the mouse has
moved to the point marked ' M.i.' Similarly, by the time the cat arrives at ' M. 1,'
the mouse has moved away to ' M.2 ' and
so on, so that although at each stage the
cat gets nearer the mouse, it never quite
catches up.
W e all know that Mr. Smith must be
right, why was Mr. Jones wrong ?

•
4. T r y this one on the chap who puts
them up :—
Name the last four window streamer
slogans—including the present one ! (And
by the way, if at the same time you invent
a n y . t h e Editor would be pleased to hear
of them.)

A
5. Ask a friend to place a card on the
table, and on it place as many other cards
from the pack as with the number of pips
on the card will make a total of twelve.
For example, if the card placed first on the
table is the five of clubs, then seven
additional cards must be placed on it. T h e
court cards should be reckoned as tens.
This is done again with another card, and
thus another pile is formed. The operation
must be repeated as often as the pack will
permit of such piles being formed.
Ask the number of complete piles (say
P) and the number of cards left over (say
R). You can tell the total number of pips
22

" —Anybody know how much butter
there is on a PIXY 2 card ?"

A PRIZE
of One Guinea
will be awarded
to the sender
of the first
correct solution
opened after
1St May, 1947.
Entries should be
addressed to the
Editor, }.5. JOURNAL,
etc., and the envelope
marked

CROSSWORD.

.... cros.

,. Used with a bit.

,.

Issuing like a ray.
9 Organ.
'0. An indiscreet one can cauSo'! trouble.
Examine closet

".
".
,8.

".

'9·
,,.
"-

".
,6.
".
,8.

".

]'.
33·

34·
37·

38.
39·

,,.
43·
44·
45·

,6.
47·

Comes before mit.

Not included.
No longer necessal)' for travel between
U.K. and France.
Drunken revelry.
Not more.
Sometimes associated with brown.
Scottish Dance.
Bearing.
Without it life can be dulL
Said of what is remarkable for length
as contra:sted with its breadth.
Busy worker-.
Inhabitant of our ponds.
Without it many industries would cease
to function.
Starry.
Some cafes use them.
Employ.
Musical instrument.
Measure of cloth.
Issue.
Welcome sight to many a traveller.
A number.
What many foods go into nowadays.
You have to be hardy to take one
during winter.

Down

,. Ships find it useful.

,. Knock.

term.
,.,. Musical
Relieve.
].

Part of a ship's equipment.
6. Affect with pain.

,.

Market days find him busy.
8. Italian coin.
M~y lead to complications if your break

".

".

']. Without it we cannol live.

".
,6.
'0.
'].

".

".
]0.

3'.
34·
35.
]6.
40.

,,.

".

Sage.
More than necessary.
A monocle is sometimes this.
If he takes the wrong path he will find
himself in uouble.
Angry.
Greek goddess of Mischief.
Consternation would arise if the bride
said it.
Can never be relied upon these days.
Very useful to children at Christmas.
Grief.
Waterfall.
Training Corps for officers.
Final issue.
It disappears when you stand up.

ra - S '-1S nojdoH 'TC"X
happens. Suppose the cat travels twice as
fast as the mouse, and they start 10 yards
apart. Then each of the various stages along
the diagram is half the length of the previous
stage and the M points never get beyond
10 yards from M (or 20 yards from C)
however many stages Mr. Jones carries his
argument. Similarly the time taken for
each of the stages gets progressively less,
and Mr. Jones' argument is contained
solely within the time the cat takes to cover
twice the distance from C to M. Once
that time has elapsed, the mouse is caught.

1. The weight will rise.
2. The showman would first have to
take the goat over. He would then have to
return and take the wolf over, leave the
wolf there and bring the goat back. Leaving
the goat, he would then take the cabbages
over, finally coming back for the goat.
3. R.S.S. " Discovery," H.M.S. " President." H.M.S. " Chrysanthemum."
6. Mr. Jones' argument is correct as far
as it goes, but it is not the full story of what
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Staff Association
S u m m e r Outing
An opportunity to meet all those old
friends of six or more years ago—The Staff
Association

have

chartered

the

" Royal

Eagle " for a trip to Margate on Sunday,
May 18th.

The cost—22/6, includes the

trip itself, dinner and a high tea—both of
which will be served on the ship—dancing,
games, competitions and deck sports. And
you get two hours in Margate! Make
an

early application

Mr.

F. NASH,

Staff
Group
Dramatic:
Miss B.

for tickets

H.O.,

to:—

Blackfriars.

Association
Secretaries
Travel:
Mr.

JOHNSON,

S. BRIGHTWELL,

Ext. 810

Ext. 30.
Music:
Mr.

N.

DOGLIANI,

Rifle:
Mr. R. A. G.

Ext. 54
Discussion:

Mr. G. W.

LEE,

Ext. 866
SMITH,

-

Ext.

814

is?£3*

e»«*

Mr. A tan discussesIT is a fact, which is often overlooked, that many of the younger
members of the staff have never
known a J.S. branch stocked, as it
was before the war, with the widest
variety of good fare from all over
the world. To those old enough to
remember, the recollection may have
grown dim. Therefore, it may be
of some general interest in a series
of articles to recall the past—to
comment on the changes brought
about by the war and its aftermath
of destruction, and perhaps—if we
are bold enough—to look into the
future and discern its shape. Is,
for example, quick-freezing going to
be as important a development and
as far-reaching in its effects as the
invention of the canning process ?
In 1939 our Price.List was graphically described as " 7 0 years of
good providing" and to read it

through to-day is a reminder of
how great a shortage there has been
during the last seven years of the
more appetising and popular foods.
The page reproduced opposite shows
no less than 21 varieties of Cheese,,
of which 13 came from Italy,
Switzerland, France, Holland or
Denmark.
To the keen housewife some of
the prices in the pre-war list would
no doubt cause a heartburn.

Can you recall :—
Lard at 5<i.; Eggs at 14 a 1/-; Roquefort
at 2/-; Gorgonzola at 1/4; Pork Pies
at 1/- a lb.; Peaches and Pineapple at
ad. ; Mandarin Oranges at 4d.; French
Sardines at sd. ; Red Salmon at iod. ;
Surrey Chickens at 1/6 a lb. ; Prime Norfolk
Duckling at 1/- a lb.

To fathers of families wrestling
with the minute Sunday joint (tied

the plentiful past, present
problems and future trends
with the inevitable string) the sirloin, with its rich and juicy appearance, shown in the accompanying
reproduction of a pre-war Meat
Price List must cause the greatest
envy and nostalgia for the past.
York Hams and nearly 20 different
kinds of slicing meats and sausages
give an indication of how shrunk
our present range is compared with
what we could offer before the war
in the Cooked Meats Department,
and as Britain's largest retail distributors of Poultry and Game, how
depleted is our list compared with
what in pre-war days was quite
commonplace—half a dozen different grades of chicken, and ducks,
geese, turkeys, petits poussins, Bordeaux pigeons, guinea fowl, pheasants, partridges, grouse, black game,
hazel hen, ptarmigan, plover, wild
duck, widgeon, teal, etc. : what
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Easter

Housekeepina

MHuru

With Easter upon us, away with austerity
ami
give the family
a big surprise with a very
special breakfast
on Easier Sunday
morning.

Eggs can be coloured and decorated by boiling them in water to which
culinary colouring has been added. Coffee colour can be obtained by
pouring water on to used coffee grounds, bring to the boil, then strain and
boil the eggs in the liquid. To add amusement for the children eggs can
be dressed in coloured paper and decorated with a pen and ink as shown
in the illustration.
Ordinary cereal will look quite festive if mixed with some bottled fruit
or fresh orange and capped with some of the mock cream, a recipe for which
was given in the last issue of the J.S. JOURNAL. Then to add a finishing
touch for breakfast serve oaten rolls.
For tea we give you a new version of simnel cake, and some rusks and
Belgian buns, for which you will find the recipe on the next page.
The rabbits seen in the picture can be fashioned from marshmallows.
The ears should be made from blanched almonds but if these are not
available the bunnies should have paper ears.

Oaten

Rolls

INGREDIENTS
J-lb. S.R. flour
1 oz. fine or medium oatmeal
1 level teaspoonful salt
1 dessertspoonful castor sugar
1 oz. butter or margarine
A little more than J-pint milk
METHOD
Mix the flour, oatmeal, salt and sugar.
Rub in the fat, add the milk and mix to a pliable
dough.
Divide into small pieces, roll and twist each and
place on a baking tray.
Bake for 15 to 18 minutes according to size with the
regulo at mark 8.
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*

Rusks

*

INGREDIENTS
1 cup of plain flour
J cup of butter
1 teaspoonful baking powder
J teaspoonful salt
4 tablespoonsful milk
METHOD
Mix and sift dry ingredients, and work in butter,
using the tips of the fingers. Add milk to make a
stiff dough, toss on a floured board and pat and roll
to i-in. thickness. Shape with a round cutter (one
and three-quarter inches in diameter) first dipped in
flour, arrange on greased baking sheet, and bake in
a hot oven ten minutes. Split, while hot, return to
oven, and bake until a golden brown. These crackers
will keep for weeks without crumbling.

